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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
Hello Porsche Fam.
As you all know by now, Tim and Sue Hagner have moved on to greener,
family-rich pastures away from the High Desert. We have so many
beautiful miles of road in the rearview mirror with the Hagners but
surely our roads will intersect in the future.
As I step in as the Club's President, I'm looking forward to 2021 and hopefully being able to
breathe again (both literally and figuratively).
We're excited to collaborate in new ways like the recent Stay Driven event that Porsche of Bend
put on. Although I wasn't able to attend, I'm told it was a great time and the spots filled up much
quicker than we thought they would! Thank you for your support!
Our nation, families and our club have been plagued with many difficult decisions this year and
our Board of Directors along with our membership are working diligently to keep things moving
forward no matter what 2021 brings us. We've been planning for next year and will have the
calendar ready to present at our annual meeting on December 2nd.
As with all things 2020, this year's annual meeting will have a different flavor. We'll do it virtually
as we present and discuss the strategy to help us round out the year and into 2021. Among many
other things, we've discussed an increased number of tech sessions, varieties of drives (classics,
4-doors, etc), tours and much more.
Thank you for your continued support, patience and enthusiasm as we keep this club moving
forward!
See you on the road!
Scott Lauray
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EDITOR’S COLUMN
By Bren Hirschberg

The High Desert Region Club is entering its cyclic “Transition Phase”. This occurs every 2-3 years
as the leadership of the club changes. Thankfully our power transition is much more civil and
friendly than the same process is Nationaly. Our new President, Scott Lauray is tasked with not
only continuing successful Club programs, but rejuvenating areas of Club activities that need
improvement and finding new and fun ways to socialize. This always results in some “change is
hard” stuff, but ultimately leads to progress and a forward evolution for the Club.
Much of the heavy lifting during these transitions falls to those who are able to join the Board of
Directors, become new Committee Chairs, or be one of a cadre of volunteers willing to take on
planning tours, drives, social events, etc. This is where YOU come in! It is, after all, your Club and
we need your enthusiasm and ideas. Write Scott (scottlauray@gmail.com) and tell him you are
interested in stepping up! He is now working on the agenda for elections as well as next year’s
calendar of events so don’t delay.
In that same vein, at the end of 2020 I will be stepping down as Downshift Editor – if you have
any interest in taking over this critical position give me a call and I will review the position for
you.
541-420-5787
We all look forward to a year ahead with either a COVID rules relaxation, or an adaptation of
Club activities to allow an innovative response that will preserve our Porsche fun!
Bren
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OCTOBER ARRIVE & DRIVE
Text and photos by Bren
In the tradition for which he has become known, Pres. Tim has always claimed the last A&D of
the year as his to plan. As Tim and Sue’s swan song with their upcoming move to Coeur d’Alene,
there was an added element of finality to the drive. Of course, the usual fun camaraderie and
even a post-drive meal that the Hagners usually planned in were “cancelled by COVID”.
In spite of the restrictions, the
registration filled up, the first group
out was limited to “Classic
Porsches” (prior to 1999 models),
and a fun around-the-area drive
that took about 4 hours was
enjoyed by all.
The first rest stop at the Madras
City Park allowed a bit of masked
conversation as we stretched our
legs.
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The Classic Group enjoys the Lake Billy Chinook overlook.

Who was “Billy Chinook” anyway?
A bit of Central Oregon history- Billy Chinook was a Native American member of the Wasco
Tribe. As a teenager, he was recruited by John Fremont and Kit Carson as a scout for the
expedition that explored and mapped Central Oregon between 1843 and 1847. He later became
a Chief of the Wasco tribe and was active in advocacy for Native Americans. He was a signator to
the Treaty that established the Warm Springs Reservation. When the Round Butte Dam was built
in 1965 as a joint effort with the Confederated Warm Springs Tribes, the Tribes named the
resulting reservoir after him.
Now you know.
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BOARD MEETING & MINUTES
Zooming the HDR into the Future

Oct. 14, 2020 HDRCPA Board Meeting

Present: Scott Lauray, Tim Hagner, Bren Hirschberg, Joseph Mansfield, Kim & Tim Morris, Lisa
Sarmiento, Jeanine Faria, Jim Felton
Scott Lauray called meeting to order at 6:35 pm.
Last minutes read and approved.
Comment: Porsche of Bend 5 session drives Oct. 18 filled
quickly, showing Porsche of Bend continues to support HDRPCA.
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Treasurers Report – Jeanine
PCA continues to support HDRCPA. The most recent payment of $1085
brings total support for the year to $4083
Approved purchase of 1 radio for a total of 8
Donations to skid school and COCC Automotive program
discussed.
Membership Report – Kim
456 total members, 5 new, 8 opted out
Events Report – Joe
Nothing to report
Arrive and Drive Report
Not available
Editor’s Report – Bren
Little to write w/ few events. His efforts were praised.
Safety and Insurance – Lisa
Nothing to report
Past President’s Report – Jerry Kolb not present
At Large Report
Nothing to report
New Agenda
Annual Members Meeting will be virtual and need to have
voting prior.
2021 Agenda – Discussed 2 options, either virtual or
possibly do some scheduling, but no decision was made
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because of uncertainty of Covid.
Gaps in Board Positions and Chair People
Editor
Events Chair
Website Chair
Annual Meeting
Discussed the agenda and will have to be virtual, but
undecided, so will have another meeting on Dec. 2.
Holiday Party
Deposit returned as party cancelled.
Other Business
Suggestions: Drive in movie or bonfire
Charities: TBD
Winter Readiness Tech: Proposed
Motion to adjourn and seconded, 7:40 pm.
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STU AND VICKY MALAKOFF

MEET OUR MEMBERS
Text and photos by Roger Sanders

We are again doing a series of articles about HDRPCA club members. I’ve just had an opportunity
to meet our new members Stu and Vicky Malakoff. They have been living in Bend for about 2-1/2
years and moved here from New Jersey.
Stu and Vicky drive a nice 2006 blue 911 C4S Cabriolet.
It’s a recent purchase. As BMW owners, they had been
looking forward to buying their first Porsche.
They definitely enjoy the much more relaxed lifestyle
here, but did not like their introduction to Oregon. They
were happily driving their BMW M2 cross-country from
New Jersey. Things were going fine until crossing the
Oregon border from Idaho and were promptly stopped by the police. Seems that they were
driving in the three digit speed range and got a four digit ticket. Enough said.
Vicky was born in Germany and moved to New Jersey as an adult. Her mother is from England, so
you will really like her slight British accent. Vicky is an independent travel agent and in addition
to regular travel booking, is specializing in German tours.
Stu is a financial wealth advisor and like Vicky is able to do much of his work from home. One of
their joint projects is to decide on the configuration details of a new, 911 C4S Targa as their
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second Porsche. And, they are looking forward to doing a factory pick up, taking the Porsche
manufacturing facility tours and driving their new Targa around Germany.
They both enjoy hiking and outdoor activities. Vicky is interested in expanding her healthy foods
knowledge and enjoys her homemade granolas. One of Stu’s hobbies has been aviation
photography. He is also a base guitar player. Stu is involved with Friends Of the Children, a non
profit organization in Central Oregon that specializes in long term mentoring of children from
kindergarten through high school. Stu is their incoming Board Chair.
As new club members, Stu and Vicky are interested in social activities, Arrive and Drives and
tours. So look for them in a very nice blue 2006 Cabriolet and at club activities as we begin to get
back to meetings and drives.
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STAY DRIVEN 2020
Text and photos by Bren Hirschberg

Kendall Porsche of Bend treated us all to a Porsche Driving event on October 18th. Scott Lauray
put out the word and 25 of our club members signed up for the chance to drive one of 7
different new cars available. There were 911 Carrera, Taycan Turbo, 718 Cayman T, Panamera 4,
and Cayenne models to choose from.

Tom Rattle tries out the new 911 Carrera with an
optional trim package
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Jamie Reed and his knowledgeable and helpful staff had it all well-organized with sign-in
procedures, sanitizing between groups, and a 30 minute self-driving tour.
In addition to our HDR members, 3 cars led by
Rick Olson, secretary of the Cascade Region,
drove over from Eugene to participate. Rob
Weston of Porsche of Bend staff gave Technical
Sessions on the All-new electric Taycan to explain
the complex workings of this new generation of
Porsches.

Don Clark looks right at home in one of the Taycan
Turbos.

Thanks to Jamie and Porsche of Bend for putting on
a fun day!
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50 YEARS OUT
Text and photos by Bren Hirschberg

The recent event at Porsche of Bend allowed me an opportunity to compare the Porsche 911 in
1970 and 2020. Although each car is an example of the pinnacle of sports car development at its
time, the demonstration of 50 years of technological progress while remaining true to the same
goal is remarkable. As the Porsche model information states, “…with its distinctive silhouette and
rear-mounted boxer engine, the 911 is a truly iconic sports car and has been since 1963. It is now
in its eighth incarnation.”
I took my 911T, built in 1970, to
compare to its grandchild, the new
2020 911 Carrera (992) that was being
used in the “Stay Driven” event. Yes,
the family resemblance is clear, but as
with our own progeny, lots has
changed.
The overall silhouette and dimensions
are readily identifiable as a 911.
Design elements have been continued and still blend beautifully into the traditional style.
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As you might expect, this is where the similarity ends. Beneath the skin and the beautiful design,
the 2020 is a completely different car. Let’s compare the base models.

By the numbers:
1970

2020

Weight

2390

3354

Length/width/height

164/63/52

178/73/51

Wheelbase

89.5

96.5

Engine

2.2L SOHC H-6

3.0L twin-turbo H-6

2x Triple carburation

Direct injection

142HP

379HP

Lb/HP

19

8.8

Transmission

5 spd manual

8 spd PDK

Steering

manual rack & pinion

electromechanical

Rear tire size

195/65x15

305/30x21

0-60

8.1

4.0
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Top speed

120

182

Electronics

Well, we had lights

Myriad of electronics

and an AM/FM radio

including driver aids, platform

(single speaker)

stability, safety, information,
GPS, Bluetooth, monitors, etc.

Base 911 Price

$6280

$99,200

($42,128 in today’s $)
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